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Renewable or “green” hydrogen is an alternative

together by the Ministry for Environment and

fuel with an increasing perceived importance for

Energy in late December of 2020, aiming to

decarbonizing energy production globally. The EU

introduce specific provisions to public consultation

currently aims at an annual production capacity for

in the following months.

green hydrogen of one million tons by 2024 and 10

“Green” Hydrogen Applications

million tons by 2030.1
I. Financial Opportunities for Investors
As part of its various functions in the energy and
hydrogen

From an economic perspective, it has been

applications present numerous opportunities for

underlined that the development of green

energy storage, as they offer a promising

hydrogen applications would be a leap forward

alternative solution expected to support PV and

regarding Greece’s ambition to achieve energy

W/P projects in reaching their full potential and,

independence by fully exploiting its RES capacity,

therefore, create additional cash flows for RES

especially if its development is accompanied by the

producers operating these types of projects.

emergence of other supplementary applications,

transportation

In

the

sectors,

meantime,

despite

green

the

lack

of

such as storage units, while it is estimated that

a

green hydrogen has the potential to add EUR 10

comprehensive specific regulatory framework for

billion euros annually to the country’s GDP. Taking

energy storage units and applications in Greece, an

into account that the cost of energy is a substantial

increasing investment interest has already been

factor in determining hydrogen production costs, it

reported for the development of energy storage

is argued that, due to its robust RES capacity, an

units.

element that reduces the cost of energy, Greece
Even though the normative debate regarding the

has a significant competitive advantage with

introduction of a regulatory framework especially

regards to the development of hydrogen projects.

for green hydrogen applications is still in its early
In addition, investors are expected to reap the

stages, a special task force assigned with the

benefits of the fact that creating energy ties with

formation of a specific framework for the

the greater Southeast Mediterranean an area of

development of energy storage units has been put

strategic importance both for Greece and the EU,
would probably result in the exploitation of

1https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/SPE
ECH_21_158
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investment incentives for the materialization of the

the upgrade of the existing infrastructure. More

aforementioned expansion in the area.

specifically, upgrades of the existing natural gas
infrastructure, in order to be able to support

II. Current Regulatory Developments

hydrogen transmission and distribution as well has

The

been suggested in order to allow for more

above-mentioned,

characteristics

create

country-specific

favorable

decentralized networks and the establishment of

economic

conditions for the development of green hydrogen

pilot hydrogen sale points.

applications

Energy Storage

in

the

country.

However,

a

comprehensive regulatory framework for the

I. Increased Investment Interest

licensing and development of green hydrogen

Industry circles in Greece and abroad have

applications in Greece is yet to be created.

underlined the potential of green hydrogen

It is noted that as of today, the introduction of a

applications to be used for energy storage

specific strategy for the development of the

solutions; therefore, the current developments

existing regulatory framework to include green

regarding energy storage in Greece should be

hydrogen although identified as a policy goal from

considered as relevant to the green hydrogen

the Ministry of Environment and Energy2 has not
seen

specific

initiatives

being

applications as well, especially in case regulators

materialized.

decide to subject them to the same regulatory

Nevertheless, interesting points have been raised

framework as with energy storage units.

by industry players, within the context of the

While the adoption of a special regulatory

current normative debate on the topic.

framework, including potentially provisions on the

More specifically, some underline that the first

compensation scheme for central storage projects

crucial step to be taken by the Greek state in order

is still pending, investment interest for the

to incorporate green hydrogen projects into its

development of energy storage units is currently

energy arsenal should be to elaborate and

very high, as investors are confident that they will

establish a regulatory framework for “Carbon-

receive substantial returns.

Neutral Fuels”, a greater category of energy
sources which also includes green hydrogen. The

In accordance with the data released by the Greek

aforementioned

be

Regulatory Authority for Energy (RAE), applications

accompanied with special industry rulebooks for

have been submitted for the licensing of energy

hydrogen storage and distribution.

storage units of a total capacity of 2,7 GW, half of

Other

industry

framework

should

suggestions

also

include

which,

the

within

December

2020.

Pending

applications cover a wide range of capacities per

introduction of support programs for research and

unit, ranging between 1.8 MW and 250 MW.

innovation in electrolysis applications, as well as
2https://ypen.gov.gr/sti-grammi-afetirias-to-rythmistiko-plaisio-giatis-monades-apothikefsis-energeias/
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This recent, increased investment interest led to

established, as well as the rules of participation of

RAE’s decision of early December 2020 to

energy storage units in the energy markets. In

commence

addition, the task force, the composition of which

the

review

of

the

submitted

applications for energy storage units in accordance

includes

with the existing licensing framework for electricity

Exchange,

production and supply licenses3. This licensing

distribution operators, will also explore the need to

framework is considered to be the most favorable

introduce specific financial incentives for the

and investment-friendly, while there is already

development of energy storage units. However,

extensive experience of its application in the

any such financial aid scheme should first be

industry. RAE’s approach was based on the fact

approved by the European Commission under the

that there is not a uniform approach of similar

applicable state aid rules.

issues by regulators in other EU member states and

Taking into account the regulatory practice in other

has therefore resolved that in the absence of

EU jurisdictions, one of the following approaches is

specific

likely to be adopted in Greece for the support of

provisions,

it

could

be

lawfully

substantiated that the most favorable regime can

RAE

and

of

the

Hellenic

Energy

transmission

and

energy storage:

be applied. RAE’s approach not only mobilized



investment interest, but also resulted in the

Organization of special, technology specific
RES Tenders, for the support of PV and W/P

issuance of the first electricity storage licenses

projects using energy storage technologies,

within 2020.

which will require participants to offer a

However, even though RAE’s approach led to the

minimum energy storage capacity;

issuance of the first licenses for the development



of energy storage units, the fact that the
introduction

representatives

of

a

comprehensive

Organization of common RES Tenders for the
support of conventional PVs and W/Ps and

regulatory

for RES projects with storage capabilities, on

framework for energy storage is still pending

a non-technology specific basis;

remains a fact and as such the industry is closely



monitoring the development on a regulatory level.

Organization of common RES Tenders, with
the application of cost-benefit evaluation
rules regarding their energy storage capacity,

II. Current Regulatory Developments

so as to create a level-playing field with RES
As already mentioned, a special task force has
been recently

formed by

the

Ministry

Producers without energy storage capacity in

of

the tendering process.

Environment and Energy aiming to identify the
required regulatory initiatives to be implemented
in relation to the licensing framework to be
3Ministerial Decision Δ5/Φ1/οικ.17951/08.12.2000 (GG Issue B’
1498/08.12.2000) on the “Electricity Production and Supply Licenses
Application”
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